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Energy distrib
19" 1U PDU mounting

Legrand cabling system LCS³

n Horizontal mountin PoE architecture

n Cabling n Connectivity n Reliability testing

n 19'' 1U PDU configu

n 10'' 1U PDU configu

Can be mounted in all
which require the use

Building systems are moving to a single IP Network

Cabling must support enough power
throughput and efficiency in addition to the
heat dissipation capabilities

Category 6A cabling:
To improve thermal performance and energy
efficiency while minimising the cost of moves,
additions, changes and upgrades
We recommend running Category 6A cabling
to each powered device, preferably using a
zone cabling architecture

Connectivity must be robust, durable
and provide power headroom for current
carrying capacity
Arcing is inevitable with PoE systems, but
Legrand’s connectivity locates the last point
of contact away from the mated connection,
protecting the critical area from spark gap
erosion. 50 microinch gold plating of the full
mated surfaces and maximum contact area
in the full mated position extend the life and
performance of the connection
In addition, the connector should have a
minimum current carrying capacity of paired
traces for structured cabling of 1 amp
Legrand’s connectivity provides up to an
additional amp of headroom for superior
performance

If connectors are unplugged under load,
an inductive current is created within the
connector that may spark at one or more
contact surfaces, causing the surfaces to
corrode
It is recommended that connecting hardware
be qualified to support PoE and four-pair PoE
applications by using the test schedules in
IEC 60512-99-001 (PoE and PoE+) and IEC
60512-99-002 (PoE++)

Power supply

Data

Data + Power (Up to 100 m)

Security camera IP phone Intelligent
LED lighting

Sensors (light,
climate, CO2, ...)

IoT Gateway Building automationWireless access
point

HVAC

PoE switch
A Power over Ethernet switch is a device which
supplies power and data on Ethernet cabling. It will
draw power from its own conventional power source
and provide power to the rest of the PoE system

Ethernet cabling
The Ethernet cable is the power and data
transmission medium of a PoE system. It is used to
provide the link between two devices enabling
bi-directional communication and uni-directional
supply of power

RJ 45 sockets
Universal RJ 45 socket to
connect devices

Powered devices
A powered device is a
device which receives
power from the power
sourcing equipment. It
does not require its own
conventional power
source
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